
Strategies To Improve Listing Performance
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Make sure to include COMMUNITY images: amenities, homes, neighborhood, etc...

One of the most common questions we receive is: 
What can I do to improve my performance and get 
buyers to take action on my BDX listing. The first step is 
creating an engaging and inspiring consumer experience. 
To help you, we’ve put together 10 ideas that you can 
start implementing today.

B D X     L I S T I N G S

Use community videos to engage and inspire buyers

Highlight your promotions, special offers and green programs

Include well-written community descriptions

Community images are your first impression with 
many home buyers and are the most important factor 
in whether or not someone decides to look at 
additional home details. In fact, adding community 
images increases leads by 28% and click-thrus by 
20%.

 Set your best interior or exterior of your homes as your 
      Primary Community Image (PCI) instead of the community sign.
 Avoid generic stock photos or lifestyle shots.
 15-30 images per community is recommended.
 Include interiors, exteriors, parks, pools, recreation centers, 
      views, and other nearby sites.

Community videos bring your homes, amenities and 
neighborhoods to life.  Videos are a great way to 
showcase your brand, highlight your distinct 
advantages. Embedding video with your listing 
increases leads by 28% and click-thrus by 36%.

 Doesn’t have to be costly to produce high quality, well lit and 
      engaging videos.
 Videos that are 1-4 minutes are best.
 Consider testimonial videos from satisfied customers.
 1-2 videos per community.
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85% of home buyers plan to use a real estate agent - 
How do you make sure your community and plan data is 
realtor friendly? Just about every builder has specials, 
incentives, or other offers. By adding these to your 
listings, you can increase leads from both consumers & 
real estate agents as well as click-thrus significantly. 

Community descriptions play an important role 
helping consumers decide whether they want to visit 
your community or learn more.

 Include information about your location -- convenience, 
     family attractions, lifestyle, etc...
 Include information about amenities and benefits.
 Use descriptive and evocative language.
 Be brief, several powerful sentences are better than a long 
      rambling paragraph. Aim for 250 words or less.

 Stand out in BDX search results by highlighting hot homes, green 
      programs, or special offers.
 Focus on the benefit of the offer rather than the program title.
 Don’t forget to add your offer title and description.
 Be sure to include agent incentives & compensation on NHS Pro.
 Utilize Agent Co-Op Confirmation to build agent confidence in   
     working with you. 
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When you provide images, it is important to also 
include titles and captions so your shoppers know 
what they are looking at and better understand the 
story you are trying to tell.

 Use both the title & caption fields.
 Use unique titles and descriptions -- let viewers know what 
      they are looking at and provide additional context or detail.
 Titles & descriptions are especially important when showing
      multiple elevations of the same model to describe the    
      differences.

When you list your communities with BDX, your 
listing includes a home image gallery -- this is a great 
way to inspire home buyers and show off your best 
community and home features.

 Use high-quality renderings or better yet, photos from your 
      models or decorated sales center.
 Be sure to include titles & captions for ALL images.
 In addition to exterior images, use interiors as well.
 Best Practice: Include 1-3 exterior images, 2-5 interior images,
      & a floor plan for each story of the home.    
      

Investing in a video home tour for your most popular 
models is a great way to capture home buyer 
attention. 

 Choose from a variety of styles (hosted, narrated, photos set 
      to music.)
 Consider this an investment that you will use with your new 
      home listings, on your website, in social media, etc...
 Brainstorm other creative ways to incorporate video -- 
      testimonials, builder story, the building process, etc...

Most builders have static floor plans, but consider 
setting yourself apart from the competition by also 
including interactive floor plans.

 Build these in HTML5 so they work on all devices.
 Lets home buyer add furniture and start to customize their 
      new home.
 Increases overall engagement with your listing.

We’ve talked about good community descriptions -- 
but don’t forget to write compelling copy for your 
homes and plans as well.

 Remember, your true competition isn’t the builder down the 
      street, but all of the resale homes in your area.
 Focus on new home advantages, unique features, options, 
      energy efficiency, etc...
 Include several sentences for each home/plan.

Your BDX listing gives you the opportunity to 
highlight your communities amenities, these are the 
features that wow home buyers and get them excited 
about living in your homes.

 Use both the pre-defined checkbox list of amenities and add 
      your own -- try and list 10-15 total.
 Go beyond just listing your pool and clubhouse, consider things  
      like social activites, area attractions, health and fitness clubs, etc...
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Focus on amenities --  select at least 10-15 amenity items in your listing
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Be sure to provide descriptive image titles and captions
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Create an engaging home image gallery

Invest in a video home tour -- help your buyers envision themselves in your homes

Consider interactive floor plans 

Take the time to write engaging home and plan descriptions
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